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Docker

Docker is a computer program that performs operating-system-level virtualization also 
known as containerization. 

It was first released in 2013 and is developed by Docker, Inc. Docker is used to run 
software packages called "containers". In a typical example use case, one container runs a 
web server and web application, while a second container runs a database server that is 
used by the web application. 



Intermodal Shipping container



Docker is a container system for code



Why developers care

● A clean, safe, hygienic, portable runtime environment for your app.
● No worries about missing dependencies, packages and other pain points during 

subsequent deployments.
● Run each app in its own isolated container, so you can run various versions of 

libraries and other dependencies for each app without worrying.
● Automate testing, integration, packaging...anything you can script.
● Reduce/eliminate concerns about compatibility on different platforms, either 

your own or your customers.
● Cheap, zero-penalty containers to deploy services. A VM without the overhead 

of a VM. Instant replay and reset of image snapshots.



Virtual Machines vs Docker containers



Why are Docker containers lightweight?



What are the basics of a Docker build system



Changes and updates



Introducing resinOS
An Operating System Tailored for Containers and Built for the Embedded World

Mission
Be the embedded OS of choice for containers in IoT Create a community around 
containers for IoT 
● Modern security features 
● Minimal footprint 
● Production ready



History

Started 4 years ago Modern devops practices to the embedded world Naturally leaned towards 

containers Ported Docker to ARMv6 Ported Docker to ARMv5.

Started in January 2014 as internal project Used Yocto as a base Open sourced in July 2015 Currently 

under very active development It’s been running in production for 2.5 years.

Yocto

The Yocto Project (YP) is an open source collaboration project that helps developers create custom Linux-based 
systems for embedded products, regardless of the hardware architecture. 

The project provides a flexible set of tools and a space where embedded developers worldwide can share 
technologies, software stacks, configurations, and best practices that can be used to create tailored Linux images 
for embedded and IOT devices.  
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